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EVENT REPORT
Name of the Event: Dahi Handi
Organised by: Navrang, The Cultural Club of IBS
Type of Event: Inter-Departmental
Date: 17 August 2022, Wednesday
Venue: Near Volleyball Court
Duration of the event: 4:30 PM to 6:30 PM - 120 minutes

The event began at 4:30 PM with the introduction of the dignitaries followed by the lamp
lighting ceremony by The President, The ICFAI University, Jaipur. The proceedings
commenced with a dance performance by Vijeta Manral, Himanshi Deshwal, Dipshi Swaraj
and Phalguni Bajpayee. The event aimed at fostering “Team Building and Competitive Spirit”
among students. The competition began with all teams doing the formation. And the teams
performing it the fastest were qualified for the finals. IBS (MBA), followed by the team from
ILS, then the team from ICFAI Tech and finally the IBS (Undergraduate).

Simultaneously, girls were invited for individual Dahi Handi and were given the opportunity
to try their hand at the sport.

The three teams that proceeded to the finals were ILS, ICFAI Tech and IBS (Undergraduate).

The finals commenced and the teams performed as follows:
ICFAI Law School: 1m 08s
ICFAI Tech: 23.6s
IBS (Undergraduate): 19.3s

Souham Shinde, Himanshi Deshwal, Isha Karmakar, Ghanishtha Nayak, Mahek Goyal, and
Shrestha Gunjan danced to the song ‘Radha Kaise Na Jale’.
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Before the winners were announced, the students (Govindas) from all three departments banded
together in an attempt to break the final hanging handi. They finally broke the handi after
numerous attempts and concluded the event with the message of never giving up spirit, unity,
peace, and clarity on the common goal while working in teams.

The hamper was presented by Dr Shivangani Rathore to the winners, ICFAI Business School
(Undergraduate) and the runners-up, ICFAI Tech.

The event concluded with a group picture of all the students who took part in the Dahi Handi
Competition.
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